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SUMMARY 

As applications in medical, electronics, and aerospace industries continue to 

demand miniaturization of parts, manufacturing processes capable of creating microscale 

features are necessary. For part features of moderate complexity and low aspect ratios, 

micro milling is usually the most practical option because of its high material removal rates 

and relatively low capital cost. Micro milling refers to milling with end milling tools less 

than 1 mm in diameter. Micro end mills are prone to breaking easily due to their small size. 

Additional limitations in micro milling arise from the well-known size effect, which leads 

to increased ploughing and reduced tool life. Workpiece and tool life limitations also arise 

when micromachining difficult-to-cut metals such as a high nickel content alloyed steel A-

286 (~ 42 HRc), which is the work material of interest in this thesis. 

Considerable research has been conducted to overcome these limitations and to 

generally enhance micromachinability. Prior investigations consider the use of wet assist, 

minimum quantity lubrication (MQL), vortex cooling, and laser assisted micro milling 

(LAMM) to overcome some of the limitations. In particular, prior investigations of LAMM 

have shown that by using a laser in situ to thermally soften the workpiece in front of the 

cutting tool, stresses in the tool are greatly reduced thereby reducing tool wear and 

improving the dimensional accuracy. However, a systematic comparison of the 

micromachinability of wet assist and LAMM is lacking. In addition, there is no prior work 

comparing the performance of MQL and vortex cooling on the tool condition and 

micromachinability in LAMM. Therefore, the first objective of this thesis is to analyze and 

compare micro milling under dry cutting, wet cutting, and LAMM. The second objective 

is to evaluate the performance of LAMM in the presence of MQL and vortex cooling. 
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A limited duration full factorial micro milling experiment was carried out using a 

range of cutting parameters to understand the micromachinability of a difficult-to-cut high 

nickel content alloyed steel A-286 (~ 42 HRc) in dry cutting, wet cutting, and LAMM. 

Results showed that LAMM maintained a more precise depth of cut, yielded lower 

resultant cutting forces than dry cutting, and reduced the tool diameter wear by 29% 

compared to dry cutting and by 22% compared to wet cutting. However, LAMM resulted 

in built-up edge on the tool faces. 

An extended duration LAMM tool life test was conducted using the best cutting 

conditions identified in the factorial experiment. As the tool wore, the grooves developed 

a tapered and rounded cross section, and non-uniform burrs formed at the groove edges. 

The tool wore rapidly in the first 50 mm3 of material removal but reached a steady state 

thereafter. Built-up edge formation was prevalent and tended to increase over the test 

duration.  

Finally, the use of MQL and vortex cooling methods were experimentally 

investigated to ameliorate the built-up edge caused by LAMM. The addition of MQL 

further enhanced the groove dimensional accuracy of LAMM, lowering the change in 

groove width by 41%. The addition of MQL to LAMM prevented built-up edge formation. 

Vortex cooling allowed for better chip removal and cooling of the tool and decreased the 

average resultant cutting force by 15%. Overall, the LAMM+MQL II case (corresponding 

to an air flow rate of 50 l/min) was found to be the best test condition with the least tool 

wear, least built-up edge, and the least change in groove dimensions. Physically-based 

explanations for these results are given. The thesis concludes by describing potential topics 

for future research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation and problem statement 

As applications in medical, electronics, and aerospace industries continue to 

demand miniaturization of parts, manufacturing processes capable of creating microscale 

features are necessary. Among subtractive manufacturing processes, the following 

processes are commonly used to create microscale features: electrochemical machining 

(ECM), electrical discharge machining (EDM), laser machining, micro grinding, and micro 

milling. For part features of moderate complexity and relatively low aspect ratios, micro 

milling is usually the most practical option because of its high material removal rates and 

relatively low capital cost. Micro milling uses end milling tools that are less than 1 mm in 

diameter. In the last decade, the role of micro milling as a subtractive micromachining 

process has increased, and it has been used for commercial applications. Figure 1.1-1.3 

show examples of a commercially available micro milling machine, an example of a micro 

milled impeller, and the relative scale of micro end milling tool, respectively. 
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Insert pictures from HPC presentation and explain

 

Figure 1.1: Example of commercial micro milling machine (Microgantry® by Kugler 

GmbH). 
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Figure 1.2: Fluid impeller part, machined in a 5-axis micro mill (Microlution Inc.). 

 

Figure 1.3: Micro mold machined using micro milling (Mold Making Technology). 
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1.1.1 Limitations of micro milling 

Micro end mills are fragile and have a tendency to break easily due to their small 

size. Additional difficulties in micro milling arise from the well-known size effect [1], 

which is encountered when the uncut chip thickness and grain size of the material being 

cut are comparable to the tool cutting edge radius, as depicted in Figure 1.4. Size effect is 

characterized by a significant amount of ploughing and rubbing as opposed to material 

removal through shearing, which is common in conventional or macroscale machining 

operations. This effect significantly increases the specific cutting forces and tool wear in 

comparison to macroscale milling.  

 

Figure 1.4: Size effect: conventional machining (left), micromachining (right); figure 

adapted from [2]. 

Additional limitations arise from micromachining difficult-to-cut materials such as 

superalloys including titanium and nickel base alloys, and high nickel content stainless 

steels such as A-286, which is the work material of interest in this thesis. Difficult-to-cut 

materials such as stainless steels, titanium alloys, and nickel base alloys are challenging 
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from a standpoint of micro milling, because they lead to rapid tool wear and poor overall 

machinability. 

 

1.1.2 Hybrid methods 

To overcome the difficulties encountered in micro milling of difficult-to-cut 

materials, particularly tool wear, several solution approaches have been developed and 

implemented. The first and most common approach is to use a coolant, also referred to as 

wet assist in this thesis, which is often used in machining to lubricate and cool the tool-

workpiece interfaces and convect the heat generated by plastic deformation and frictional 

interaction of the tool and workpiece. The second approach consists of Minimum Quantity 

Lubrication (MQL). This lubrication method mixes air with atomized oil droplets to better 

access and lubricate the tool-workpiece interfaces [3]. As a result, the tool temperature is 

lowered, which in turn reduces tool wear and therefore enhances tool life. MQL is also 

becoming more common due to its limited oil usage, ~ 10 ml/hr in contrast to ~ 1,000 ml/hr 

in conventional flood cooling. The third approach is to use Ranque-Hilsch vortex tubes and 

similar forms of air cooling methods [4]. Vortex tubes take in compressed air, cooling it 

down before delivering an output of cold air directed at the tool-workpiece interfaces [5, 

6], thereby reducing tool wear and improving micromachinability. 

The fourth approach involves laser assisted micro milling (LAMM). In this process, 

shown schematically in Figure 1.5, a laser is focused a short distance in front of the tool’s 

path of travel to thermally soften the high strength workpiece, thereby lowering the cutting 

forces and the stresses imposed on the cutting tool. The reduced stress leads to lower tool 

wear and therefore improved machinability. 
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Figure 1.5: LAMM schematic [7]. 

Though LAMM has the potential to enhance machinability, a systematic 

investigation comparing micro milling using wet assist, MQL, vortex cooling, and LAMM 

is lacking. Furthermore, there are no prior studies on cooling and lubrication methods that 

can be used with LAMM to enhance micromachinability of difficult-to-cut materials. 

These limitations provide the motivation for the research described in this thesis.  

1.2 Research objectives 

This thesis investigates the use of laser assisted micro milling process to address 

the limitations in micromachining a difficult-to-cut material. Specifically, a high nickel 

content alloyed steel – A-286 – is targeted as an example of a difficult-to-cut material with 

industrial applications. The micromachinability of A-286 during micro milling using 

various assist methods such as wet, MQL, and vortex cooling are systematically compared 

with LAMM. To further enhance the micromachinability of and tool life in the LAMM 

process, the thesis also investigates the benefits and limitations of combining MQL and 

vortex cooling with LAMM. The primary research objectives of this thesis are: 

· To analyze and compare micro milling under dry cutting and wet assist conditions 

with LAMM.  
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· To evaluate the performance of LAMM in the presence of MQL and vortex 

cooling.  

 

1.2.1 Proposed approaches 

The stated research objectives are accomplished through several analytical and 

experimental investigations summarized in Figure 1.6. 

 

Figure 1.6: Overall research plan. 

Proper LAMM experiment design required an understanding of the temperature rise 

in the workpiece material due to laser irradiation. A previously developed analytical model 

was used to understand the influence of different laser and machining parameters on the 

temperature rise in the workpiece. From this analysis, the initial laser parameters used in the 

LAMM experiments were identified. 

A full factorial limited duration micro groove (or slot) milling experiment was 

performed with the following factors: assist condition (dry, wet, LAMM), and cutting 

conditions such as cutting speed, feed, and axial depth of cut. The primary objective of the 

experiment was to identify the best cutting conditions (cutting speed, feed, and depth of 
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cut) for each assist condition. Micromachinability was characterized through measurement 

and analysis of the cut surface morphology, groove dimensions, tool condition, burr 

formation, and cutting forces.  

An extended duration LAMM test was conducted using the best cutting conditions 

identified above to evaluate the tool life in LAMM. Micromachinability was again 

characterized by monitoring the groove condition, tool wear, burr formation, and cutting 

forces. 

Finally, the use of MQL and vortex cooling methods was experimentally 

investigated to ameliorate the built-up edge caused by LAMM. Cut groove dimensions, 

surface roughness, burr dimensions, tool wear, and cutting forces were compared and 

analyzed. 

1.3 Thesis outline 

This chapter provided a basic introduction to micro milling, micro milling 

limitations, assist methods, LAMM, and the research objectives designed to investigate the 

efficacy of LAMM in micro milling a difficult-to-cut steel alloy. Chapter 2 provides an 

overview of prior research on micro milling, flood cooling, MQL, vortex cooling, LAMM, 

and combined hybrid processes. Chapter 3 discusses the thermal model used for initial 

selection of the laser parameters. LAMM equipment configuration, workpiece material, 

and end mill tools used in the experiments are also described in this chapter. Chapter 4 

presents the results of an experimental evaluation of LAMM and its comparison with dry 

cutting and wet assist methods. Chapter 5 presents the results of the LAMM tool life study. 

Chapter 6 investigates the benefits and limitations of using MQL and vortex cooling to 

enhance tool life and micromachinability in LAMM. Chapter 7 summarizes the main 
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conclusions and original contributions of this thesis. In addition, suggestions for future 

work are presented. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction  

This chapter reviews prior research related to micro milling and several heating, 

cooling, and lubrication methods – termed assist methods in this thesis – used to improve 

micromachinability with an emphasis on micro milling of difficult-to-cut metals. This 

chapter begins by providing an overview of micro milling considering specific aspects such 

as the size effect, cutting forces, tool coatings, and cutting parameters. In addition, the chapter 

provides an overview of influential research on the following assist methods: wet assist, 

Minimum Quantity Lubrication (MQL), vortex cooling, LAMM, and combined processes. 

This chapter concludes by highlighting the limitations of prior research, identifying where 

knowledge is lacking, and how this thesis addresses these limitations. 

2.2 Literature review 

2.2.1 Micro milling 

As discussed in Chapter 1, one of the main difficulties in micro milling arises from 

the small size of the tool which limits the force it can withstand without breaking, especially 

when cutting difficult-to-cut materials. Even when the tool does not break, tool life is 

limited when cutting difficult-to-cut metals. Another characteristic of micro milling is the 

well-known size effect [1]. Size effect is characterized by a significant amount of 

ploughing and rubbing rather than shearing seen in conventional or macroscale milling, as 

shown in Figure 1.4 [2]. This significantly increases the specific cutting forces, tool 

temperatures, and tool wear in comparison to macroscale milling [8-12]. An example of 
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the specific cutting energy vs. uncut chip thickness, t, is shown in Figure 2.1. As the feed 

rate is reduced to the microscale, the specific energy increases drastically. 

  

Figure 2.1: Specific energy vs. uncut chip thickness in single point cutting of copper; 

figure adapted from [12]. 

Several thorough reviews of micro milling have been presented in the last five years 

[1, 13-16]. Due to the size effect, several models have been developed to compute the 

cutting forces [17-20]. Figure 2.2 shows an FEA model [20] comparing stress due to 

different uncut chip thicknesses in micromachining of copper. 
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Figure 2.2: Chip formation process in orthogonal micromachining of copper. (a) t = 0.1 R 

(0.2 μm); (b) t = 0.2 R (0.4 μm); (c) t = 0.3 R (0.6 μm) [20]. 

Significant work has also been done to improve machine tool components such as 

high-speed, low run-out spindles, high precision stages, and better sensors for process 

monitoring [21-23]. Tool coatings for micro tools have been studied [24-29]. The effects 

of cutting parameters such as feed, speed, depth of cut, and tool path planning strategies 

have been studied to determine how they impact micromachinability as measured by part 

quality and tool life [8, 11, 29-32]. Attanasio et al. [33] showed how different grain sizes, 

microstructures, and work material hardness could greatly affect the micromachinability 

of Ti-6Al-4V material. Filiz et al. [11] investigated micro milling of copper and found that 

lower feed rates lead to more tool wear and burrs, which they attributed to the size effect. 

Wu [34] found that as the feed rate increased, the surface roughness initially decreased to 

a minimum and then increased. In micro milling of stainless steel [28] and inconel 718 

[29], AlCrN and TiAlN tool coatings were found to be most effective, as shown in Figure 

2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Effect of coating materials and feed on change in tool diameter in micro 

milling of Inconel; figure adapted from [29]. 

Due to challenges in micro milling of high strength materials such as stainless 

steels, titanium, and nickel superalloys, many solution approaches have been investigated 

to enhance micromachinability as quantified by part quality, tool life, and material removal 

rates. Some of these methods include conventional cooling and lubrication methods 

including flood cooling, minimum quantity lubrication (MQL), vortex tube cooling, and 

hybrid methods such as laser assisted micro milling (LAMM). 

 

2.2.2 Flood cooling 

Flood cooling, also referred to as wet assist in this thesis, is often used in machining 

to lubricate and remove heat from the tool-workpiece interface, as shown in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4: Example of flood cooling in conventional end milling (CNC Cookbook ®). 

Wet assist is the most commonly used method to enhance tool life. Pei et al. [35] 

presented a review of wet assist methods. In micro drilling, Percin et al. [36] found wet 

assist to reduce surface roughness and produce a smaller heat affected zone. Vazquez et al. 

[37] found that the use of wet assist micro milling of several alloys leads to grooves with 

lower surface roughness, as shown in Figure 2.5, and causes less built-up edge formation.  
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Figure 2.5: Top view of micro-channel in aluminum showing roughness optimization by 

coolant application; figure adapted from [37]. 

In conventional scale turning of high nickel content alloys, Wada et al. [38] found 

that use of wet assist at higher pressures leads to better chip breakage and lower tool wear. 

Al-Falahi et al. [39] observed in conventional scale milling of Hastelloy that at higher 

cutting speeds, wet assist was often unable to penetrate the tool-workpiece interface. When 

conventional scale milling superalloy M-77, Pei et al. [40] found that wet assist led to lower 

residual stresses and better surface finish. Wet assist has many benefits in macromachining, 

however at times it may be unsuitable for micro milling due to the force exerted by the 

liquid coolant stream on the relatively compliant tool, which can negatively impact the 

dimensional accuracy of the part feature being micromachined [4]. 

 

2.2.3 Minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) 

Minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) uses air mixed with atomized oil droplets to 

better lubricate the tool-workpiece interface [3], as shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7.  
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Figure 2.6: MQL cooling of a micro end mill (Modern Machine Shop). 

 

Figure 2.7: MQL schematic (Unist Inc.). 

MQL is becoming more common due to its minimal oil usage, ~ 10 ml/hr, compared 

to conventional flood cooling methods where oil usage is ~ 1000 ml/hr. Nevala et al. [4] 

found that the use of MQL in micro milling of aluminum increased tool life by 100 times 

compared to dry micro milling. Kajaria et al. [41] found that MQL greatly reduced built-

up edge and increased tool life significantly compared to dry and conventional flood 
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cooling in micro milling of 316L stainless steel. In micro milling of Ti-6Al-4V, Vazquez 

et al. [42] found that, in comparison to conventional flood cooling, MQL yielded less tool 

wear, more accurate cuts, and less burr. They noted that the momentum of the coolant flow 

in conventional flood cooling caused the tool to vibrate. It was also suspected that, in flood 

cooling, the coolant was unable to penetrate the tool-workpiece interface. Vazquez et al. 

[43] also developed a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model, which showed 

conventional flood cooling had much higher entropy and was, therefore, less likely to reach 

the tool-workpiece interface. The model, however, showed that the lubricant in MQL was 

able to easily penetrate the tool-workpiece interface and create a lubricant boundary layer. 

Ming et al. [44] created a CFD model to optimize the MQL parameters. It was found that 

optimal settings yielded the smallest oil droplet size, which can more easily penetrate 

through gaps, create a boundary lubricant film at the tool-workpiece interface. The droplet 

size was most dependent on the air flow rate. The higher the air flow rate, the smaller the 

droplet size. Li and Chou [45] experimentally found that higher air flow rates in MQL 

reduced tool wear, as shown in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8: Tool wear progression in micro milling of SKD 61 steel at different air flow 

rates in MQL (spindle speed = 30,000 rpm, feed = 1 µm/rev and oil flow rate = 7.5 ml/h) 

[45]. 

2.2.4 Vortex tube cooling 

Ranque-Hilsch vortex tubes and other forms of air cooling methods are also used 

to assist the cutting process with the goal of reducing tool wear and improving 

machinability. An example of a commercial vortex tube is shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9: Vortex Tube example (Cold Air Gun by Vortec Inc.). 

 Vortex tubes take in compressed air and make use of the Ranque-Hilsch 

phenomenon to direct a flow of cold air to the tool-workpiece interface [5] [6], as shown 

schematically in Figure 2.10.  

 

Figure 2.10: Vortex Tube schematic (Vortec Inc.). 

Yalcin et al. [46] found that vortex tube cooling was able to reduce tool wear and 

built-up edge by almost as much as flood cooling in conventional scale machining of AISI 
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1050 steel. The surface roughness was also found to improve compared to dry cutting. Liu 

and Chou [47, 48], through modeling and experimentation, tried to determine the optimal 

vortex cooling parameters for conventional scale turning of Aluminum 390. Their results 

showed that there is a trade-off between the effects of air flow rate and air temperature. 

Less tool wear was observed at lower air flow rates and at lower air temperatures than at 

higher flow rates and at warmer air temperatures. Su et al. [49] used a cold air refrigeration 

method very similar to vortex cooling in macroscale milling of D2 tool steel. They found 

that cold air reduced tool wear as effectively as MQL. However, in micro milling of 

aluminum, Neevala et al. [4] found that vortex cooling was much less effective than MQL 

in improving tool life. Their work is the only one aimed at investigating the use of vortex 

cooling in micro milling.  

 

2.2.5 Laser assisted micro milling (LAMM) 

Another machinability enhancement method is laser assisted micro milling 

(LAMM). As shown in Figure 1.5, in this process a laser is focused in front of the tool’s 

path of travel to preheat and thermally soften the workpiece, thereby lowering the cutting 

forces and subjecting the end mill to less wear.  
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Figure 2.11: LAMM schematic [7]. 

The use of laser heating to enhance machinability has been researched thoroughly 

at the conventional or macroscale, where it is often termed Laser Assisted Machining 

(LAM) [50-54]. At the microscale, however, there is very little work on methods to 

enhance tool life and micromachinability in LAMM. Table 2.1 summarizes all known 

published work on LAMM.  

Table 2.1: Summary of Literature on LAMM. 

Workpiece Variables Measurements Control comparison 

Ti6Al4V [55] Feed, speed Force, tool wear Dry 

Inconel 718 [56] Feed, speed, depth of 
cut 

Force, tool wear Dry 

Ti6Al4V, Inconel 
718, AISI 422 [57] 

Laser location, power Force, wear, groove 
condition 

Dry 

Ti6Al4V, AISI 316, 
AISI 422 [58, 59] 

Feed, speed, depth of 
cut, laser power 

Acoustic emission, 
roughness 

Dry 

Al 6061, AISI 1018 
[60] 

Laser power Force, roughness, 
burr 

Dry 

Al 6061, AISI 1018 
[61] 

Laser power Specific energy  Dry 

AISI 4340 [62] Feed, speed Force, burr Dry 

AISI A2 [63] Tool coating  Tool wear Dry 

AISI A2 [64] Feed, depth of cut Force, tool wear, 
groove profile, 
roughness, burr 

Dry 

52100 steel [65] Feed, laser power Force Dry 
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Mohid et al. [55, 56] showed that LAMM lowered the cutting forces and tool wear 

but increased chip adhesion and built-up edge when cutting Ti-6Al-4V. Ding et al. [57] 

found that LAMM reduced the wear rate significantly and was more effective when 

preheating the top surface than the side of the workpiece. Shelton et al. [58, 59] found that 

LAMM reduced the surface roughness and acoustic emission when micromachining 316 

stainless steel. Pfefferkorn et al. [60-62] found that LAMM lowered the specific cutting 

energies and allowed for a higher feed rate (chipload), as shown in Figure 2.12. However, 

LAMM increased the burr size and surface roughness.  
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Figure 2.12: Chipload as a function of material removal temperature in laser assisted 

micro milling of Al 6061-T6 [60]. 

Other studies of LAMM [7, 63-65] found that the process yielded significant 

reductions in the cutting force, higher material removal rates, and improvements in tool 

life when cutting 62 HRc tool steel. As seen in Figure 2.13, without laser assist the TiAlN 

coated carbide tool has chipped significantly. However, with laser assist negligible 

rounding of the tool corner is evident after cutting through 203.2 mm of A2 tool steel [64].  
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Figure 2.13: SEM images of 400 µm diam. tools after cutting 203.2 mm without (left) 

and with (right) laser assist (feed: 4.4 µm/flute, axial depth: 55 µm) [64]. 

As can be shown in Table 2.1, all studies on LAMM have only used dry cutting as 

the control process for purposes of comparison. Studies comparing LAMM with wet assist 

are lacking. 

 

2.2.6 Combined processes 

While MQL, vortex cooling, and laser heating have been used to improve 

machinability, very few studies have investigated the combined effects of laser assist, and 

cooling and/or lubrication methods simultaneously. Wang et al. [66] combined plasma 

enhanced machining (PEM) and cryogenic cooling to thermally soften the workpiece and 

to cool the tool, respectively, in macroscale turning of Inconel 718. Tool life in the 

combined process was found to increase significantly in comparison to PEM alone. 

Similarly, in macroscale turning of Ti-6Al-4V, Dandekar et al. [54] combined LAM with 

cryogenic cooling and found that tool life in the combined process increased significantly 

compared to LAM alone, as shown in Figure 2.14.  
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of tool life at various cutting speeds, feed of 0.075 mm/rev, and 

a depth of cut of 0.76 mm in laser assisted micro milling of Ti-6Al-4V [54]. 

 Bermingham et al. [53] found that the use of laser heating in macroscale milling of 

Ti-6Al-4V was detrimental to tool life when compared to dry milling. As in previous 

studies, LAM tended to increase adhesion and built-up edge leading to accelerated tool 

notch wear. On the other hand, by combining LAM with MQL, tool life was greatly 

increased. It was however also shown that at low cutting speeds MQL alone was just as 

effective as the combined process. This showed that MQL was the dominant assist method 

in the combined process. Tool wear results for the combined process are shown in Figure 

2.15.  
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Figure 2.15: Flank wear for various combined assist methods in macroscale machining of 

Ti-6Al-4V [53]. 

Their work is the only work to combine laser assist and MQL at the macroscale. 

However work combining laser assist and MQL at the microscale is lacking. In addition, 

no work has been reported on the combined effect of laser assist and cooling and lubrication 

methods such as MQL and vortex cooling in micro milling of difficult-to-cut metals. 

2.3 Motivation for this thesis 

A thorough literature review on micro milling and assistive heating, cooling and/or 

lubrication methods to enhance micromachinability was completed. There is, however, 

insufficient knowledge of micro milling of difficult-to-machine materials such as high 

nickel content steels. For instance, there are no reported studies of laser assisted micro 

milling of A-286 steel, a material of interest in this thesis, which is widely used in aerospace 
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and gas turbine applications. Current LAMM work presents laser assisted micromachining 

as a hypothetical alternative to conventional wet techniques, but as seen in Table 2.1, there 

is no work that compares conventional wet assist methods to LAMM. This thesis (Chapter 

4) compares the micromachinability of dry, wet, and LAMM in micro milling of a difficult-

to-cut high nickel content steel (A-286) used in aerospace applications.  

In addition, as noted earlier, there is no prior work that compares the relative effects 

of MQL and vortex cooling on micromachinability in LAMM. Therefore, this thesis 

(Chapter 6) investigates the effects of MQL and vortex cooling on micromachinability in 

laser assisted micro milling of a difficult-to-cut high nickel content steel (A-286) used in 

aerospace applications. Specifically, the effects of MQL and vortex cooling on various 

aspects of micromachinability of A-286 steel such as the machined surface condition, burr 

formation, tool condition including wear and built-up edge, dimensional accuracy of the 

cut grooves, surface finish, and cutting forces are evaluated. The performance of 

LAMM+MQL and LAMM+Vortex cooling are also compared with dry cutting and 

LAMM. 

2.4 Summary 

This chapter reviewed prior research on micro milling and several heating, cooling 

and/or lubrication methods used to improve micromachinability. This chapter also 

described where research was lacking. Specifically, there is no work that systematically 

compares the micromachinability of conventional wet assist methods to LAMM. In 

addition, there is no work that investigates the benefits and limitations of combining MQL 

with LAMM and vortex cooling with LAMM in micro milling of difficult-to-cut metals. 
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The remainder of the thesis describes experimental work aimed at addressing the 

aforementioned lack of knowledge.  
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3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND SETUP 

CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND SETUP 

3.1 Introduction  

It is well-known that difficult-to-cut materials such as A-286 alloyed steel undergo 

thermal softening, which makes them easier to cut [67]. The tensile yield strength, Fty, and 

the ultimate strength, Ftu, of A-286 as a function of temperature are shown in Figure A.1. 

Proper design of the LAMM experiments (e.g. selection of laser and cutting parameters) to 

cut a difficult-to-cut material such as A-286 requires an understanding of the temperature 

rise in the workpiece material due to laser irradiation. Consequently, this chapter seeks to 

model and understand the influence of different laser and machining parameters on the 

temperature rise in A-286 steel. Previously developed thermomechanical models for LAMM 

were employed to analyze the workpiece temperature rise due to laser irradiation and due to 

plastic deformation during cutting. The laser power, spot size, and the laser-tool distance 

between centers of the laser spot and the cutting tool were established from the model-based 

analysis. In addition, this chapter describes the physical design of the LAMM experimental 

setup, the properties of the A-286 workpiece material, and the cutting tools used throughout 

this thesis.  

3.2 Thermal analysis 

3.2.1 Temperature rise due to laser heating 

To understand how different laser parameters affect temperature rise in the 

workpiece material, a thermal analysis of the temperature rise due to laser irradiation was 

conducted using previously developed thermo-mechanical models of the LAMM process 
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[7, 65]. The thermal model accounted for the laser parameters such as laser power, spot 

size, scan speed, and the laser-tool distance between the centers of the laser spot and tool. 

The thermal model provides the in situ temperature distribution, T(x,y,z), in the workpiece 

due to laser heating. Special attention was given to the temperature rise in the workpiece 

at the moment it comes into contact with the tool. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the laser 

and tool configuration assumed in the model. A laser spot size of diameter, ds, is focused 

in front of the tool at a center-to-center laser-tool distance, d. The temperature distribution, 

T(x,y,z), along the leading edge of the tool, represented by arc AB, is of interest since the 

workpiece material in this region first sees the cutting tool. 

 

Figure 3.1: Tool and laser configuration during LAMM experiments. The highlighted 

portion (red) of the tool periphery represents the region of interest in the thermal analysis. 

The analytical model used to calculate the temperature distribution T(x,y,z) along 

AB is based on Jaeger’s model [68] of a moving heat source acting on a semi-infinite body, 

as given below: 
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Where α is the laser absorptivity, q is the heat intensity (W/m2), K is the thermal 

conductivity (W/m·K), κ is the thermal diffusivity (m2/s), and U is the heat source velocity 

(m/s). The thermal diffusivity (m2/s), κ, is defined by:  

 K

C
k =

r  

(3.3) 

where ρ is the density. The thermal conductivity K and specific heat C for A-286 were 

modeled as a linear function of temperature as follows [69]: 

 
0.0192 12.18K T= +  

(3.4) 

 
0.6431 468.6C T= +  

(3.5) 

Due to the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity and specific heat, 

the temperature rise due to laser heating was solved iteratively. The laser heating was 

modeled as a Gaussian distributed heat source characterized by a diameter, ds, of 300 μm 

as given by the following equation: 

 
2 2( )

0( , ) x yq x y q e +=
 

(3.6) 

 

where q0 was the average heat intensity in the center of the laser spot. 
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The temperature rise along the arc AB was calculated Eqs. 3.1 – 3.6 at 60 angular 

positions using in each of six evenly spaced axial planes along the axial depth of cut as 

shown schematically in Figure 3.2. Since no significant temperature variation was seen 

along the six planes in the Z direction, the temperatures corresponding to the same angular 

position in the six planes were averaged.  

 

Figure 3.2: Temperature distribution on the leading edge of the tool. 

The laser parameters were selected to maximize the temperature rise along arc AB 

but without reaching the oxidation temperature of the tool coating (600°C). Machining 

parameters such as cutting speed, feed, and depth of cut were chosen from a survey of other 

micro milling literature [8, 29, 56]. Cutting speeds, feed, and depth of cut were varied and 

were seen to have a minimal effect on the temperature rise. For example, the feed, which 
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determines U, showed a minimal effect on the temperature rise over the ranges examined, 

seen in Figure 3.3. As expected, the temperature rise was observed to increase with 

reduction in the laser-tool distance, d. The laser power, which determines q0, had the most 

significant effect on the temperature distribution as shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.3: Effect of feed on the mean temperature rise along AB. 

  

Figure 3.4: Effect of laser-tool distance on the mean temperature rise along AB. 
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Figure 3.5: Effect of laser power on the mean temperature rise along AB. 

Based on the above model simulations, it was decided to use laser powers of 12 W 

and 18 W in the LAMM experiments presented in the next chapter. The laser-tool distance 

between the centers of the laser spot and tool was set to 450 μm and the laser spot size was 

fixed at 300 μm.  

 

3.2.2 Temperature rise due to plastic deformation 

 Loewen and Shaw’s model [70] was used to model the temperature rise at the tool 

surface due to plastic deformation of the material during the cutting process. Assuming an 

orthogonal cutting process at each point of the cut periphery, the temperature rise due to 

shear was calculated using the following equations: 
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Where: 

1R  - fraction of heat conducted into the chip, 

k - thermal diffusivity, 

g  - shear strain, 

cV - cutting speed (19 m/s) 

t  - instantaneous uncut chip thickness (0.01mm) 

su  - specific cutting energy, 

0k  - shear yield stress, 

0f - shear angle [71], 

J - mechanical equivalent of heat (4.18 Nm/Js2), 

ra  - radial rake angle (0.070 radians) 
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The temperature rise due to plastic deformation when cutting dry and without laser 

assist are shown in Figure 3.6. During dry micro milling, the maximum temperature rise 

due to plastic deformation was almost 160 °C at the midpoint of the tool periphery. With 

laser assist, the temperature rise due to plastic deformation was drastically reduced to 

around 60 °C. This drastic decrease was due to thermal softening of A-286, which enables 

it to shear at a substantially lower stress. As shown by Kumar et al. [65] and seen in Figure 

3.6, the maximum plastic deformation induced temperature rise in LAMM is not at q = 

90°. This is because of increased thermal softening of the material at q = 90° due to the 

maximum temperature rise at that location produced by the Gaussian distributed laser heat 

source. 
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Figure 3.6: Temperature rise due to plastic deformation during dry micro milling and 

LAMM. 

A decrease in temperature rise due to plastic deformation implies that material is 

being removed with less mechanical energy input by the tool, thereby reducing tool 

stresses. The result in Figure 3.6 indirectly validates that LAMM reduces the mechanical 

energy input by the tool when laser parameters are set to a spot size of 300 µm, a laser-tool 

distance of 450 µm, and a power of 18W. 

3.3 Experimental setup and procedure 

3.3.1 LAMM setup 

The LAMM setup shown in Figure 3.7 was used to conduct the experiments 

described in Chapters 4 and 5.  
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Figure 3.7: Experimental setup. 

The laser head was mounted on a rotary stage fixed to the top of the gantry structure, 

and it enables the laser beam to rotate 360° around the Z-axis. A Ytterbium-doped 

continuous wave fiber laser (IPG Photonics – YLM 30) with a Gaussian beam and a near 

infra-red nominal wavelength of 1070 nm was focused down to a 300 µm diameter spot 

size located in front of the tool at center-to-center laser-tool distance of 450 µm. The tool 

cutting speed was derived from a variable high-speed electric spindle with a maximum 

spindle speed of 60,000 revolutions per minute (rpm). Three stacked linear motion ball 

screw stages (Aerotech ATS-125 and AVS-105) were fixed to an anti-vibration table and 

provided the workpiece feed motions. A piezoelectric force dynamometer (Kistler 

Minidyne® 9256C2) was mounted on the stacked stages. In order to detect tool-workpiece 
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contact, a uniaxial accelerometer (Kistler Model 8636C50, ±50g range, 6KHz frequency 

range) was attached to the side of the dynamometer [72]. The workpiece was fixtured to 

the dynamometer. For wet assist experiments presented in Chapter 4, flood cooling with 

oil (Hangsterfer’s Hard Cut NG cutting oil) was gravity fed at a flow rate of 12 ml/min and 

was directed to the cutting zone with a glass pipette. Air flow at a pressure of 0.3 MPa was 

directed at the tool to blow chips and excess oil away from the tool. 

The LAMM setup was modified to include MQL and vortex cooling to conduct the 

experiments described in Chapter 6, as shown in Figure 3.8.  

 

Figure 3.8: Modified experimental setup including MQL and vortex cooling systems. 

An MQL system (UNIST Coolubricator) was incorporated into the LAMM setup 

for use in the MQL only and LAMM + MQL experiments presented in later chapters. The 
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MQL system outputs an atomized mixture of compressed air and oil (Coollube 2210EP) 

through a nozzle. A vortex tube system (Vortec 610 Cold Air Gun) was fixed to the top of 

the gantry for use in the vortex cooling and LAMM + Vortex cooling experiments 

presented in later chapters. The vortex tube takes in compressed air and outputs cold air 

through a nozzle. 

3.3.2 Workpiece and tool material 

The workpiece material used in the experiments was a cold reduced round bar of 

precipitation hardened A-286 (41.8 ± 0.6 HRc), commonly used in the production of 

aerospace parts. Precipitation hardening was preformed by heating samples at 720 °C for 

16 hours and air cooling afterwards. A-286 is a high nickel content steel alloy with high 

tensile strength (1455 MPa), good corrosion resistance (oxidation resistance up to 700 ºC), 

and good high temperature creep resistance . It is composed of (by wt%) 56.8% Fe, 24.5% 

Ni, 14.1% Cr, 2.2% Ti, and small traces of other metals. The presence of abrasive hard 

carbide phases in the steel make it difficult-to-machine, particularly at the microscale 

where ploughing is prevalent and is, therefore, an ideal material for LAMM. The cutting 

tools used in all experiments were 500 μm diameter, two flute, square end, TiAlN coated 

tungsten carbide end mills (Mitsubishi MStar MS2SSD0050). 

3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, analytical thermal and thermo-mechanical models were used to 

understand the influence of different laser and machining parameters on the temperature rise 

in the workpiece. Based on the analysis, the laser parameters such as laser power, laser spot 

size, and laser spot to tool distance were established. In addition, this chapter presented details 

of the experimental setup and the workpiece material (A-286) used in this thesis.  
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4. COMPARISON OF DRY CUTTING, WET ASSIST, AND LAMM 

CHAPTER 4: COMPARISON OF DRY CUTTING, WET ASSIST, AND 

LAMM 

4.1 Introduction  

Machinability of high nickel content steels (e.g. stainless) is known to be 

challenging. This chapter presents an experimental study of the micro-machinability of A-

286 (42.8 HRc), a precipitation-hardened high nickel content steel. Micro milling 

experiments are carried out under dry, wet, and laser assisted conditions, and the resulting 

surface morphology, burrs, part feature depth, tool wear, and cutting forces are analyzed. 

It is found that laser-assist consistently yields the best results characterized by minimal 

chip adhesion to the workpiece surface, low cutting forces, good feature depth accuracy, 

low tool wear, and acceptable burrs.  

4.2 Experimental setup and procedure 

4.2.1 Experiment design 

The A-286 nickel base alloy (composed by weight of 56.8% Fe, 24.5% Ni, 14.1% 

Cr, 2.2% Ti, and small traces of other metals) was obtained as a cold reduced round bar, 

and precipitation age hardened to 42.8 ± 0.2 HRc. The tools used were square end, tungsten 

carbide, two flute, 500μm diameter, and TiAlN coated end mills (Mitsubishi 

MS2SSD0050). A new tool was used for each test. The tool path in each test consisted of 

six parallel 25.4 mm long grooves created on a pre-machined workpiece surface for a total 

cutting length of 152.4 mm, as shown in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Workpiece geometry and tool path.  

The cutting parameters used in the experiments are listed in Table 4.1 and were 

chosen from a survey of other micro milling literature [8, 29, 56]. The eight cutting 

conditions were applied to each of the four assist mechanisms: dry, wet, and two LAMM 

cases, yielding a total of 32 tests.  
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Table 4.1: Machining conditions. 

Condition 
Cutting speed 

(m/min) 

Feed 

(mm/tooth) 

Depth of 

cut (mm) 

 Vc  ft  ap  

1 19 0.01 0.02 
2 19 0.01 0.04 
3 19 0.03 0.02 
4 19 0.03 0.04 
5 41 0.01 0.02 
6 41 0.01 0.04 
7 41 0.03 0.02 

8 41 0.03 0.04 

 

Air flow at a pressure of 0.3 MPa was directed at the tool in the dry and LAMM 

experiments to blow away chips. Wet assist experiments consisted of flood cooling with 

oil (Hangsterfer’s Hard Cut NG cutting oil) applied at 12 ml/min. As discussed in the 

previous chapter, the laser parameters were chosen by analyzing the theoretical 

temperature distribution in the workpiece material via a thermal model [63]. The center of 

the 300 µm diameter laser spot was focused in front of the tool at a laser-tool distance of 

450 μm. Two laser powers, 12 W and 18 W, corresponding to peak intensities of 340 

W/mm2 and 510 W/mm2, respectively, were used to investigate the effect of laser power 

on the process. 

4.2.2 Measurement methods 

The grooves produced in the tests were imaged by an optical microscope (Nikon 

Microphot-FXL) to analyze burr formation, chip adhesion, and surface morphology, as 

shown in Figure 4.2. Tool condition was also evaluated by optical microscopy, as shown 
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in Figure 4.2. Tool diameter was measured before and after the tests to quantify tool wear, 

as shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.2: Representative images of the groove and of the tool images. 
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Figure 4.3: Representative tool diameter measurement before and after the test. 

 

A stylus surface profilometer (Taylor Hubson Talysurf) was used to measure the 

groove cross-sectional profile to evaluate the groove depth, as shown in Figure 4.4. The 

calculated groove depth is the difference between the average heights of the top and bottom 

surfaces (denoted by green dots) of each groove evaluated over the data ranges indicated 

by the red dots. 
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Figure 4.4: Groove depth measurement example. 

 Finally, the mean resultant forces for the first and last grooves were computed from 

the dynamometer data. 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Groove condition 

The first groove in all the tests typically showed little to no burr or surface defects, 

because the tool was still new. However, by the sixth groove (~150 mm length of cut) the 

groove condition was affected by the cutting conditions and the assist method, as shown in 

Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: Groove 1 and 6 comparison for dry test cutting condition 6 (downward feed 

direction). 

 Figure 4.6 shows optical images of the sixth groove for the dry cutting tests for 

machining conditions 1 through 8. Note that the dry tests at the higher depth of cut (0.04 

mm), i.e. conditions 2, 4, 6, and 8, exhibit larger burrs and chip adhesion. For the dry tests 

at the lower depth of cut (0.02 mm), i.e. conditions 1, 3, 5, and 7, far less burr and chip 

adhesion was observed.  

 

Figure 4.6: Surface morphology and burrs in dry cutting; cutting conditions 1-8 (6th 

groove shown).  

Figure 4.7 compares grooves produced by machining condition 2 for the dry, wet, 

12 W and 18 W LAMM cases. As can be seen, there is significantly less burr in the wet 
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test than in the dry test. In addition, compared to the dry case, there is little or no chip 

adhesion on the groove surface in the wet test. As seen in Figure 4.7, the LAMM tests 

yielded better quality grooves than the dry and wet tests. Of the four assist methods 

investigated, the least amount of burr was produced in the 12 W LAMM test. The wet 

condition, however, had the least chip adhesion. Thicker and more burrs were created in 

the 18 W LAMM test than the 12 W LAMM test. The 18 W test produced even higher 

temperatures causing the material to soften even more, which led to more burrs. 

  

Figure 4.7: Comparison of grooves for dry, wet, 12 W, 18 W; machining condition 2. 

Figure 4.8 shows how the groove depth is affected by the four assist mechanisms 

along the entire length of cut for machining condition 3. As seen from the figure, the 12 W 

LAMM test was the most accurate while the dry test was the least accurate. In the dry and 

wet tests, as the tool wore, less material was removed in the axial depth of cut direction. It 

should be noted that in the LAMM tests, the axial depth of cut is generally higher than the 

programmed (or target) depth of cut due to the thermal expansion of the workpiece, which 

can be easily compensated. This is plausible given the thermal expansion coefficient of A-

286 (16 µm/m-°C) and the temperature distribution in the workpiece as shown by the 

thermal model presented in the previous chapter. 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of groove depths for dry, wet, 12 W, 18 W cases; machining 

condition 3. 

4.4 Tool condition  

Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 show representative images of the tool bottom edge wear 

and tool flank wear, respectively, for the dry test performed under machining conditions 1, 

2, 3, and 5. Machining condition 3 had the least amounts of bottom edge wear and flank 

wear. In condition 1, the tooth chipped. In condition 2 and 5 there was some rounding of 

the cutting edge and a large amount of flank wear. Machining condition 3 had a larger feed 

of 0.03 mm/tooth than conditions 1, 2, and 5, which had a feed of 0.01 mm/tooth. The 

lower wear observed in machining condition 3 can be attributed to the higher feed rate, 

which improved material removal through shear deformation and reduced the amount of 

ploughing and rubbing.  
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Figure 4.9: Bottom edge wear for dry test under machining conditions 1,2,3, and 5. 

 

Figure 4.10: Flank wear for dry test under machining conditions 1,2,3, and 5. 

Figure 4.11 shows representative images of the tool bottom edge for the tests 

carried out using machining condition 6. Note that the tool in the dry test exhibits a 

noticeably rounded tooth profile. The wet assist case showed better preservation of the 

tooth profile. The 12 W and 18 W LAMM tests preserved the tooth profile very well 

compared to the dry and wet tests. Some material adhesion to the tool was observed in the 

12 W and 18 W LAMM tests.  
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Figure 4.11: Tool bottom edge wear for dry, wet, 12 W, 18 W cases; machining condition 

6. 

Figure 4.12 shows representative images of the tool flank for the tests conducted 

using cutting condition 1. Note that while the tool chipped in the dry test, there was no 

chipping in the wet test, which showed a marginal reduction in flank wear. The flank wear 

in the 12 W and 18 W LAMM tests is significantly reduced compared to that in the dry and 

wet tests for the same cutting conditions. As seen in Figure 7, the tool edge is relatively 

clean and sharp for the 12 W case but shows some flank wear. The 18 W case shows less 

wear than the 12 W case but shows more material adhesion. It is clear from these results 

that laser assist helps to reduce tool flank wear. 
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Figure 4.12: Flank wear for dry, wet, 12 W, 18 W cases; machining condition 1. 

For each test condition, the tool diameter was measured both when the tool was 

new and after cutting six grooves. The change in tool diameter due to wear for all 32 tests 

is shown in Figure 4.13. In the dry tests, cutting conditions 3 and 7, which had a higher 

feed (0.03 mm/tooth) and a lower depth of cut (0.02 mm), produced the least wear–only 30 

and 35 µm, respectively–compared to more than 40 µm wear or chipping observed in all 

the other tests. The higher feed is thought to have reduced ploughing thereby decreasing 

tool wear. In the wet tests, marginal improvement in tool wear was seen compared to the 

dry tests under the same conditions. The change in tool diameter due to wear for the 12 W 

LAMM case under all cutting conditions was less than in the dry and wet tests. It can be 

seen in Figure 4.13 that most of the 18 W LAMM tests produced less change in tool 

diameter than in the 12 W case. The higher laser power produces greater thermal softening 

of the workpiece, which permits improved shearing of the material. The 18 W LAMM 

tests, however, did produce more adhesion of the work material to the tool surfaces. 

Nevertheless, in the majority of the 18 W tests, the benefits of thermal softening appear to 

outweigh the harm caused by built-up-edge. Compared to dry cutting, the 18 W LAMM 
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case produced, on average, 29% less change in tool diameter. The maximum reduction in 

tool diameter change (40%) in the 18 W case was observed for machining condition 7. 

 

Figure 4.13: Change in tool diameter due to wear. 

4.5 Cutting forces 

The mean resultant forces for the first and last grooves produced in all 32 tests are 

shown in Figure 4.14. The forces were always lower for the first groove when the tool was 

new but tended to increase by groove 6 due to wear.  
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Figure 4.14: Mean resultant force for the first and sixth grooves for all eight machining 

conditions used. 

 For the higher depth of cut (0.04 mm) cases, i.e. machining conditions 2, 4, 6, and 

8, higher forces were obtained irrespective of the assist mechanism used. An interesting 

observation is that, for all assist mechanisms, when the feed rate was tripled, i.e. machining 

conditions 3, 4, and 7, there was only a marginal increase in the forces compared to 

conditions 1, 2, and 5, respectively. At the higher feed rate, the material is able to shear 

easily with less ploughing and rubbing. Most notably, for the same machining conditions 

and in comparison to the dry tests, the 18 W LAMM tests yielded mean resultant forces 

that were, on average, 10% lower. The wet experiments typically showed higher forces 

than the dry tests, but this is primarily due to the additional weight of the cutting oil that 

accumulates on the top face of the dynamometer.  
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4.6 Overall comparison 

To better understand which combination of assist method and machining condition 

are optimal from the standpoint of micromachinability, a qualitative comparison of all the 

data was made. The experimental results were evaluated by groove condition, shown in 

Figure 4.15, and tool condition, shown in Figure 4.16, which is broken into three 

subcategories each scored from one to five, with one being the worst and five being the 

best. The scores in each subcategory, described below, were then summed up and are 

presented in Table 4.2. 

1. Condition of groove 6:  

A. Burr formation based upon burr size (1 to 5)  

B. Surface quality based upon chip adhesion and scarring (1 to 5)  

C.  Precision of depth of cut (1 to 5)  

2. Tool condition:  

A. Bottom edge wear (1 to 5)  

B. Flank wear (1 to 5) 

C. Change in tool diameter (1 to 5) 
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Figure 4.15: Groove condition. 
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Figure 4.16: Tool condition. 
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Table 4.2: Optimum assist method and cutting condition analysis. 

  

 

The qualitative scoring analysis presented above yielded the highest score for 

machining condition 3, which was then taken to be the optimum cutting condition. 

Condition 3 was characterized by low cutting speed (19 m/min), high feed (0.03 mm/tooth) 

and a low axial depth of cut (0.20 mm). The 18 W LAMM assist method scored the highest 

for all cutting conditions. Based on this analysis, the combination of 18 W LAMM and test 

condition 3 was determined to be the best cutting condition. 

4.7 Summary 

In this chapter, micro milling experiments were run with dry, wet, and laser assist 

methods under a wide range of cutting conditions. Compared to the dry and wet methods, 

LAMM was found to yield the best results overall. The following specific conclusions 

related to LAMM can be drawn from the results presented in this chapter:  
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· LAMM improved the groove condition and maintained a more precise depth of 

cut. 

· LAMM reduced tool diameter wear by 29% on average and preserved tool 

condition better than the wet assist case.  

· LAMM decreased the mean resultant force on average by 10% when compared to 

the dry case.  

· The 18 W LAMM case combined with machining condition 3 (cutting speed of 19 

m/min, feed of 0.03 mm/tooth, axial depth of cut of 0.02 mm) was found to be the 

optimum combination of assist mechanism and machining condition to cut A-286. 
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5. TOOL LIFE IN LAMM 

CHAPTER 5: TOOL LIFE IN LAMM 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Tool life test 

The previous chapter showed that in comparison to conventional wet assist, LAMM 

greatly enhanced the cutting process when removing a small volume of material (1.52 

mm3) over a short duration (≤ 30 seconds). However, to be economical in an industrial 

environment, a single tool has to machine far longer than 30 seconds, usually on the order 

of tens of minutes to hours. Having found suitable LAMM parameters in the previous 

chapter, this chapter details the tool life testing of a single micro end mill over a longer 

duration of cutting (25 minutes). The micromachinability of LAMM in the tool life test is 

characterized by monitoring the groove condition, burr formation, tool wear, and cutting 

forces.  

5.1.2 Motivation 

In the previous chapter, it was demonstrated that the LAMM 18W test under cutting 

condition 3 yielded the best results in limited duration cutting. For the tool life test 

discussed in this chapter, cutting parameters similar to those used in cutting condition 3 

were employed; the only difference was that the cutting speed was decreased from 19 

m/min to 16 m/min. This was motivated by the economics of the practical application of 

the LAMM process where longer tool life is desirable to minimize tool change costs. 

Previous studies [53, 73, 74] have shown that decreasing cutting speeds drastically 

increases tool life and reduces tooling costs. 

5.1.3 Experiment design 
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The tool life test parameters are shown in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Tool life test parameters. 

 

Laser 

power (W) 

Spot size 

(µm) 

 Laser-tool 

distance 

(µm) 

Cutting 

speed 

(m/min) 

Feed 

(mm/tooth) 

Depth of 

cut 

 (mm) 

P ds d Vc ft ap 

18 300 450 16 0.03 0.02 

 

The machining parameters listed in Table 5.1 correspond to a material removal rate 

of 6 mm3/min. Since the tool life test was run for 25.3 minutes, it corresponds to a total 

cutting length of 15,300 mm or 153 mm3 of material removal. 

Similar to the previous chapter, the workpiece material was A-286 steel age 

hardened to 41.8 ± 0.6 HRc and the cutting tool used was a square end, tungsten carbide, 

two flute, 500 μm diameter, TiAlN coated end mill (Mitsubishi MStar MS2SSD0050). The 

tool life test consisted of micro milling 14 grooves that were each 0.5 mm wide and 28.4 

mm in length. The total depth of each groove varied depending on the number of passes 

used for each groove. Over the 25 minutes duration of the tool life test, 42 grooves were 

cut in three separate workpiece samples with a single tool. 

An example of the tool path for the grooves on the first workpiece sample is shown 

in Figure 5.1. The first groove is a shallow groove (indicated in green). Each shallow 

groove consists of a single tool pass to yield a groove depth of 20 µm. From left to right, 

the second groove (indicated in orange) is produced using 5 tool passes to yield a total 

groove depth of 100 µm. The third groove is also a shallow groove. The fourth groove is a 

deep groove (indicated in red) produced by 18 tool passes to yield a total groove depth of 
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360 µm. The remainder of the 42 grooves were machined as either a shallow or a deep 

groove as shown in Figure 5.1 and Table A.1. Shallow grooves served as locations to 

monitor the tool wear, cutting forces and groove dimensions. Tool wear was measured 

prior to cutting the shallow grooves. The deep and medium grooves primarily served to 

induce tool wear. Groove dimensions were also measured on a select few deep grooves as 

well. 

 

Figure 5.1: Tool path used in the tool life test. 
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5.1.4 Measurement techniques 

Groove quality measurements were taken on select shallow and deep grooves. The 

measurements were made using a confocal microscope (Olympus LEXT) and consisted of 

optical images and cross-sectional profiles of the selected grooves. Groove dimensions 

such as groove depth and groove width were evaluated from the cross-sectional profiles. 

Tool diameter wear was measured using an optical microscope (Mitutoyo toolmaker’s 510-

D). Tool wear on the bottom edge of the end mill was imaged using the confocal 

microscope. Peripheral tool flank wear was imaged using a scanning electron microscope 

(Hitachi S-3700N VP-SEM). Tool wear measurements were periodically taken as shown 

in Table A.1. Cutting forces were measured using a piezoelectric force dynamometer 

(Kistler Minidyne® 9256C2) at a sampling rate of 30 kHz.  

5.2 Groove condition 

5.2.1 Shallow groove 

The optical images of selected shallow groove surfaces over the duration of the test 

are shown in Figure 5.2. Below each image is a representative cross-sectional profile of the 

groove. Some noteworthy features are emphasized for illustration. Since the first groove 

was machined with a sharp new tool, the groove has minimal chip adhesion and a relatively 

square cross-section. In addition, because of the new tool,the groove bottom surface 

exhibits distinct cutter teeth marks. By groove 15, the tool had removed 48.9 mm3, i.e. 8 

minutes, and the tool had experienced some wear, which is discussed later. Due to 

progressive wear of the tool cutting edge and corner radius, the surface of groove 15 is 

characterized by more non-uniform burrs, and more tapered and rounded corners as seen 

by the groove cross-sectional profiles. Tool wear causes a burnishing action, which leads 
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to cutter marks that are less distinct compared to those in the first groove. With increased 

material removal, groove 29 and groove 40 showed more burnishing of the surface, 

rounding at the bottom corner, and burrs along the groove edges. 

 

Figure 5.2: Images of selected shallow grooves and their cross-sectional profiles. For 

each groove, the elapsed volumes of material removed and the machining times are also 

listed. 

Measurements of the groove width and depth groove cross-sections were obtained 

from the groove cross-sections as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The groove width was measured 

at five different cross-sections per selected shallow groove and averaged. The groove depth 

was measured 500 times per cross section at three different cross-sections per selected 

shallow groove and averaged.  
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Figure 5.3: Example of groove width and depth measurements from the groove cross-

sectional profile. 

Shown in Figure 5.4 is the progression of the groove depth over the duration of the 

test. The programmed or target depth of cut was 20 µm as indicated by the black dashed 

line. The measured groove depths overshoot the target depth by an average of 6.3 µm. This 

overshoot is attributed to the thermal expansion of the workpiece surface due to laser 

heating. This overshoot can easily be compensated for by selecting the target depth of cut 

to be less by the amount of thermal expansion, which can be estimated from the calculated 

temperature rise in the workpiece due to laser heating. Also, theoretically, the shallow 

groove depth should decrease with tool wear. However, since the tool was periodically 

removed to measure tool wear, reinserted, and re-zeroed to the workpiece surface, tool 

wear was systematically compensated for in the axial (Z) direction.  
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Figure 5.4: Shallow groove depth (95% confidence interval of ± 0.3 µm) over the test 

duration. The dashed target line represents the programmed axial depth of cut for each of 

the grooves.  

The change in groove width over the test duration is shown in Figure 5.5. It can be 

seen that the initial groove width was 481 µm, similar to the initial tool diameter. As more 

material was removed, the tool wore and the groove width decreased rapidly in the first 50 

mm3, but subsequently reached steady state. This decrease in groove width can also be seen 

in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.5: Shallow groove width over the test duration. Error bars denote the 95% 

confidence interval. 

A comparison of three shallow groove cross-sectional profiles at different times in 

the tool life test is shown in Figure 5.6. As more material was removed, the grooves became 

less square and more rounded. The grooves also receded inward as the groove width 

decreased. It can be clearly seen that there is a significant difference between the profiles 

corresponding to the 0.3 mm3 and 48.8 mm3 cases. However, the difference between the 

48.8 mm3 and 142.9 mm3 cases is marginal. 
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of shallow groove cross-sectional profiles with elapsed volume 

of material removed. 

5.2.2 Deep groove condition 

Similar to the shallow grooves, optical images of selected deep groove surfaces 

over the test duration are shown in Figure 5.7. The results correlate well with the results 

for the shallow grooves above. Since groove 4 was cut with a tool that was relatively new 

and sharp, the groove has minimal chip adhesion and has a relatively square cross-section. 

Also, since the tool is new, the groove has very distinct cutter teeth marks on the bottom 

surface. By groove 13 the tool had removed 43.5 mm3 of material (~7 minutes), and the 

tool had worn some. Compared to groove 4, the surface of groove 13 is characterized by 

more non-uniform burrs and more tapered and rounded corners as seen in the cross-

sectional profile.  

As more material was removed, groove 33 and groove 42 showed more burnishing 

of the surface, rounding of the groove bottom corner, and burrs along the groove edges. 

These results seem to be consistent with the shallow groove observations. However, one 
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significant difference is that the deep grooves involved multiple passes, and therefore the 

overall grooves were more square than the shallow grooves attributed to the multiple passes 

going downward along the Z axis.  

 

Figure 5.7: Images of deep grooves and their cross-sectional profiles. For each groove, 

the elapsed volumes of material removed and the machining times are also listed. 

Similar to the shallow groove case, the groove widths and depths of selected deep 

grooves were measured. The groove widths reported for the deep groove case are averages 

of the groove widths measured at the top and middle (180 µm below the top surface) of the 

groove cross-section. 

Figure 5.8 shows the change in the average depth of selected deep grooves over the 

test duration. The groove depth overshot the target depth by an average of 6.9 µm. This is 

consistent with the 6.3 µm overshoot seen in the shallow grooves and is again attributed to 

thermal expansion of the workpiece surface due to laser heating.  
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Figure 5.8: Deep groove depth (95% confidence interval of ± 0.3 µm) over the test 

duration. 

The change in groove widths measured at the top and middle of the groove over the 

test duration is shown in Figure 5.9. It can be seen that both the top and middle groove 

widths started around the 481 µm, which is close to the nominal tool diameter. The middle 

groove width was always slightly less than the top groove width, indicating that there was 

a mild taper in the groove. Compared to the shallow groove results shown in Figure 5.5, 

the deep groove widths only marginally decreased as the tool wore. This effect is attributed 

to the multiple passes of the tool path. As the tool wore, the diameter at the very bottom of 

the tool decreased rapidly. However, since the deep grooves were produced using multiple 

tool passes,any uncut material after a tool pass was removed in the subsequent pass by the 

less worn upper part of the tool.  
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Figure 5.9: Deep groove width over the test duration. Error bars denote the 95% 

confidence interval. 

Figure 5.10 shows a side-by-side comparison of three deep groove cross section 

profiles at different times in the tool life test. As more material was removed, the grooves 

became slightly more rounded and receded marginally inward as the groove width 

decreased. There is no significant difference between the 7.1 mm3 and 153.1 mm3 cases. 

Burr formation is visible at the top. However, this could easily be removed using a post-

machining deburring process.  
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of deep groove cross-sectional profiles with elapsed volume of 

material removed.  

5.3 Tool condition 

The tool condition during the tool life test was evaluated using optical, confocal, 

and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The conditions of the bottom and peripheral 

cutting edges of the tool were imaged from two camera positions as shown schematically 

in in Figure 5.11.  
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Figure 5.11: Schematic of optical evaluation of the tool condition. 

Confocal microscope images of the bottom edges of the tool taken at select intervals 

during the tool life test are shown in Figure 5.12. It can be seen from the figure that a small 

built-up edge is formed by groove 15, and, by groove 29 and groove 42, the built-up edge 

is quite large. The images also show that the tips of the cutting edges at the bottom of the 

tool wear progressively.  

 

Figure 5.12: Bottom edge of the tool over the test duration. 

SEM images of the peripheral edges of the tool, taken at selected intervals during 

the tool life test, are shown in Figure 5.13. It can be seen from the figure that a small amount 

of built-up edge is formed by groove 15, and by groove 29 and groove 42, the amount of 
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built-up edge is quite large. Workpiece adhesion is also observed to the right of the cutting 

edge. Tool flank wear was observed to increase progressively as more material was 

removed.  

 

Figure 5.13: Representative peripheral cutting edge and flank of the tool over the test 

duration. 

Notwithstanding the formation of built-up edge in LAMM, the better groove quality 

and lower cutting forces presented in the previous chapter outweigh the negatives of the 

process. However, built-up edge is still a concern. Built-up edge, once formed, will 

eventually break off taking with it some of the coating and possibly the tool material. This 

can lead to a reduction in tool life. Possible solutions to the built-up edge problem are 

investigated in the next chapter. 

In addition to flank wear, the change in tool corner radius and change in tool 

diameter due to wear were also measured as illustrated in Figure 5.14. The tool corner radii 

of both teeth on the tool were measured. The tool diameter was measured at 0, 10, 20, and 

60 µm from the tool end along the tool axis. 
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 Since the target axial depth of cut for each tool pass was 20 µm, the tool diameter 

was measured where the wear was the most prevalent i.e. 0, 10, and 20 µm from the tool 

end. The widths of the deep groove were defined by the tool diameter higher up the tool 

axis. Therefore, the tool diameter was also measured at 60 µm from the tool end. For 

illustration purposes, SEM images are shown in Figure 5.14. However, actual 

measurements were made using an optical microscope. 

 

Figure 5.14: Measurement procedure for the tool corner radius and tool diameter wear. 

The change in the tool corner radius and the tool diameter over the test duration are 

shown in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16, respectively. As seen in Figure 5.15, the tool corner 

radius increased rapidly in the first 20 mm3 of material removal but increased gradually 
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thereafter. This increase in the corner radius is the main cause for the rounding of the 

groove corners in the cross-sectional profiles shown in Figure 5.6. As seen in Figure 5.16, 

the tool diameters at all axial locations start at 483 µm but decreases rapidly within the first 

20 mm3 due to wear. Thereafter, it decreases slowly. The rapid tool wear rate within the 

first 20 mm3 followed by a slow wear rate is consistent with the running-in and progressive 

tool wear stages reported in the literature [75]. The most significant change in tool diameter 

due to wear was seen at the tool end (0 µm) due to increase in the tool corner radius. The 

least significant diameter wear was seen at 60 µm up the tool axis. As described earlier, the 

first 20 µm of the tool length did most of the cutting while the upper part of the tool was 

responsible for minimal cutting and therefore experienced less wear.  

 

Figure 5.15: Change in tool corner radius over the test duration. 
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Figure 5.16: Tool diameter at different axial locations over the test duration. 

As seen in Figure 5.17, a flank wear scar can be observed along the flank of the 

peripheral cutting edge. For each test, the maximum flank wear (Vb_max) was measured on 

both teeth of the tool per the ISO 8688-2 standard. An example of the flank wear 

measurement made in a confocal microscope is shown in Figure 5.17. The confocal 

measurements were verified also using a SEM.  
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Figure 5.17: Peripheral flank wear measurement example. 

The maximum flank wear of each cutting tooth over the test duration is shown in 

Figure 5.18. The flank wear trends observed are similar to the trends seen earlier for the 

tool corner radius and tool diameter. 

 

Figure 5.18: Maximum flank wear over the duration of the test. 
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5.4 Cutting forces 

The cutting forces were measured on all shallow grooves. Forces were measured 

when cutting was in a steady state for a duration of 0.3 seconds or 50 tool revolutions. The 

resultant cutting force in each test was computed from the measured steady state X, Y, Z 

forces over a 0.3 seconds (50 tool revolutions) duration: 

 
 

(5.1) 

A representative resultant force profile consisting of 5 tool revolutions is shown in 

Figure 5.19. The average resultant force is the average of the resultant force data over 50 

tool revolutions. The peak resultant force is the average of the maximum peak resultant 

force during each tooth pass, represented by black dots. 
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Figure 5.19: Representative resultant force measurement. 

Shown in Figure 5.20 is the average resultant force and the peak resultant force 

over the test duration. The average resultant force for the first groove was initially 2.9 N 

but increased at almost linearly to 15.9 N for the final shallow groove. Between the first 

and last shallow grooves, the resultant force increased by a factor of 5. Similarly, the peak 

resultant force increased from 4.9 N for the first shallow groove to 21.8 N for the last 

shallow groove. This is an increase by a factor of 4. The observed force increases are 

primarily due to tool wear. 
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Figure 5.20: Resultant forces over the test duration. 

5.5 Summary  

This chapter presented the results of an extended duration (25 minutes) LAMM tool 

life test carried out using the previously identified cutting conditions for micromachining 

of hardened A-286 (41.8 HRc). The groove condition, tool wear, and cutting forces were 

monitored during the test. The main conclusions of this chapter are: 

· When the tool was new and sharp, the initial shallow groove had a square cross-

section and its bottom surface showed distinct cutter marks. As the tool wore, the 

shallow grooves developed a tapered and rounded cross section, and a burnishing 

effect could be seen on the bottom surface of the groove. Non-uniform burrs on 

the groove edges became more prevalent over the test duration.  
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· Throughout the test, the shallow groove depth was quite consistent and overshot 

the programmed or target depth by an average of 6.3 µm. This is attributed to the 

thermal expansion of the workpiece due to laser heating. 

· As more material was removed, the tool wore, and the shallow groove width 

decreased rapidly in the first 50 mm3, but reached a steady state thereafter. 

· Similar to the shallow grooves, the initial deep groove had distinct cutter marks, 

but as time progressed, burnishing of the groove surface became more prevalent, 

and burrs were observed along the edges of the groove. As the tool wore, the deep 

grooves exhibited mild tapering and rounding of the cross-sectional profile, which 

was not as significant as seen in the shallow grooves. This was due to the groove 

being cut by multiple passes. 

· Built-up edge formation was prevalent and tended to increase over the test 

duration.  

· The tool corner radius and tool diameter exhibited rapid changes in the first 20 

mm3 of material removal, after which they changed gradually. 

· The average and peak resultant forces increased linearly due to tool wear over the 

test duration. 
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6. EFFECT OF MQL AND VORTEX COOLING ON MICROMACHINABILITY IN LAMM 

CHAPTER 6: EFFECT OF MQL AND VORTEX COOLING ON 

MICROMACHINABILITY IN LAMM 

6.1 Introduction  

In the previous chapters, it was shown that LAMM is a promising micromachining 

process for difficult-to-cut materials and thermal softening benefitted dimensional 

accuracy and reduced tool wear. However, thermal softening caused the workpiece 

material to adhere to the tool and form a built-up edge. To mitigate this problem and to 

enhance the micromachinability of the workpiece material, this chapter investigates the 

following two lubrication and cooling methods: (i) minimum quantity lubrication (MQL), 

and (ii) vortex cooling. As noted in Chapter 3, there is no prior work that compares the 

relative micromachinability performance of MQL and vortex cooling in combination with 

LAMM. LAMM experiments assisted by MQL and vortex cooling are carried out on a 

difficult-to-cut high content nickel base alloy steel (A-286) and various aspects of 

micromachinability including surface morphology, tool condition, burr formation, groove 

dimensional accuracy, surface finish, cutting forces are analyzed. The performance of 

LAMM+MQL and LAMM+Vortex cooling are compared with dry cutting and LAMM. 

Possible physical reasons for the experimental observations are given. 

6.2 Experimental setup and procedure 

6.2.1 Experiment design 

The experiments in this chapter were run on the setup described in Chapter 3, shown 

in Figure 3.7 with the modifications shown in Figure 3.8. 
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Similar to the experiments discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, the workpiece material 

used in the current experiments was a cold reduced round bar of precipitation hardened A-

286 (41.8 ± 0.6 HRc) and the cutting tools used in the experiments were 500 μm diameter, 

two flute, square end, TiAlN coated tungsten carbide end mills (Mitsubishi MStar 

MS2SSD0050). Each test was performed with a new tool. 

As shown in Figure 6.1, four slots (grooves) were machined in each test. The first 

groove (indicated in green) is a shallow groove produced by a single pass of the tool at a 

depth of cut of 20µm. The second and third grooves (indicated in red) are deep grooves 

produced by 18 tool passes, with each pass made at a depth of cut of 20 µm to yield a total 

groove depth of 360 µm. The fourth and last groove is a shallow groove. The overall tool 

path in each test consisted of 38 tool passes, each 28.4 mm long and a depth of cut 20µm, 

for a total cutting length of 1079.2 mm and total material removal volume of 10.8 mm3. 

All reported measurements were made on the first and fourth grooves. The purpose of the 

second and third deep grooves was to induce tool wear.  
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Figure 6.1: Tool path. 

A total of ten (10) test combinations, listed in Table 6.1, were executed as part of 

the experimental campaign in this chapter.  

Table 6.1: Test combinations. 

Test # Test type 

1 Dry 

2 LAMM 

3 MQL I 

4 LAMM + MQL I 

5 MQL II 

6 LAMM + MQL II 

7 Vortex I 

8 LAMM + Vortex I 

9 Vortex II 

10 LAMM + Vortex II 
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Machining and laser parameters were selected and fixed based on previous work 

shown in Chapter 4. The center of the laser spot was located 450 μm from the tool center. 

The laser power was set to 18 W with a corresponding peak intensity of 510 W/mm2. The 

two sets of MQL parameters, MQL I and MQL II, were selected based on prior work 

reported in the literature [45] and based on recommendations of the MQL system provider. 

The two vortex cooling tests, Vortex I and Vortex II, were based on the maximum flow 

rate and maximum temperature concept [47, 48]. The specific parameters selected for the 

MQL and vortex cooling conditions are listed in Table 6.2. 

Table 6.2: Test parameters. 

 Cutting speed Feed Axial depth of cut 

Micro mill 16 m/min 0.03 mm/tooth 0.02 mm 

    

 Power Spot size Laser-tool distance 

LAMM 18 W 300 µm 450 µm 

    

 Oil flow 

rate 

Air flow rate Air temperature 

MQL I 10 ml/hr 30 l/min 21° C 

MQL II 10 ml/hr 50 l/min 21° C 

Vortex I - - - 200 l/min -12° C 

Vortex II - - - 400 l/min 0° C 

 
 

Using a simple cylinder in cross air flow to model an end mill subjected to vortex 

cooling, the Nusselt numbers for the flows represented by Vortex I and Vortex II were 
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computed to be 17.2 and 23.3, respectively. Interestingly, Vortex II, which is characterized 

by a warmer but higher air flow rate, has the ability to remove more heat as shown by the 

Nusselt numbers. For comparison, the air flow in MQL I and MQL II only had a Nusselt 

number of 6.8 and 8.6, respectively. This signifies that the air in the MQL technique had a 

negligible cooling effect and was predominantly used to transport atomized oil to the tool-

workpiece surfaces to lubricate the cutting process. 

 Figure 6.2 schematically shows the orientation of the MQL and vortex cooling 

nozzles relative to the tool and laser spot. The nozzle was located approximately 10 mm 

from the tool tip at a yaw angle of 135° and a pitch angle of 60° from the direction of tool 

travel. Both MQL spray and vortex flow had a diameter of 10 mm or larger, and 

consequently, they not only impinged on the tool but also impacted much of the 

surrounding workpiece, as indicated by the wavy blue lines. 
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of tool, laser, and MQL/Vortex cooling nozzle locations.  

6.2.2 Measurements methods 

All groove quality measurements were made on the shallow grooves 1 and 4 shown 

in Figure 6.1. Groove quality measurements were made using a confocal microscope 

(Olympus LEXT) and consisted of the groove dimensions, burr dimensions, and surface 

roughness. Tool diameter wear was measured using a toolmaker’s microscope. Tool wear 

at the bottom of the end mill was imaged in the confocal microscope. Peripheral tool flank 

wear was imaged using a scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S-3700N VP-SEM). Built-

up edge on the tool was analyzed using electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) performed 

in the SEM. Cutting forces were measured using the Kistler dynamometer at a sampling 

frequency of 30 KHz.  
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6.3 Results and discussion 

6.3.1 Groove condition 

The optical images of the groove surfaces at the beginning of the tests (groove 1) 

produced in all ten tests are shown in Figure 6.3. Below each image is a representative 

cross-sectional profile of the groove. Since the first pass of each test was made with a tool 

that was new and sharp, the grooves have minimal chip adhesion, and their cross-sections 

are relatively square. In addition, since the tool is new, the groove floor surfaces have very 

distinct tool marks. In the LAMM + Vortex I and LAMM + Vortex II experiments, a dark 

vertical streak is visible along the center of the groove. The dark streak suggests the 

presence of a heat affected zone (HAZ) that was confirmed by hardness measurements, 

which yielded a hardness of 20.1 HRc in the dark region compared to ~42 HRc closer to 

the groove walls. The vortex cooling caused the tool not to engage the full programmed 

axial depth of cut as will be shown later in this chapter. Since the tool did not engage the 

full depth, it did not remove all of the thermally softened material. Consequently, a 

thermally softened HAZ was left on the cut surface. The reason the HAZ is confined to the 

center of the groove is the Gaussian distribution of the laser irradiation, which produces 

the highest temperature in the center of the groove and much lower temperatures closer to 

the groove walls. It can be seen that the surfaces produced by LAMM + MQL I and LAMM 

+ MQL II also appear to exhibit HAZs. In the LAMM + MQL I and LAMM + MQL II 

cases, the MQL created a very thin layer of oil film on the top surface of the workpiece 

prior to machining. This is attributed to increased the absorptivity of the surface to laser 

irradiation in the presence of the layer of oil, which led to more heat penetrating into the 

workpiece than there was in LAMM alone. Previous studies have shown that, in the 
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presence of olive oil, the infra-red laser absorption of stainless steels can increase anywhere 

from 37% [76] to 55% [77]. The oil used in the MQL experiments in this study (Coollube 

2210EP) is a natural vegetable oil similar to olive oil.  

The optical images of the groove surfaces at the end of the tests (groove 4) are 

shown in Figure 6.4. Due to progressive wear of the tool cutting edge and corner radius, 

the groove surfaces are characterized by chip adhesion and have more tapered and rounded 

corners as seen in the groove cross-sectional profiles shown. Tool wear results in a 

burnishing action, which leads to cutter marks that are less distinct compared to those in 

the first groove. The HAZ streaks are more pronounced in groove 4 than in groove 1 of the 

LAMM + MQL I, LAMM + MQL II, LAMM + Vortex I, and LAMM + Vortex II tests. 

This is attributed to less material being removed by the worn tool, which leaves behind 

more of the HAZ on the surface. The MQL tests exhibit larger burrs along the groove 

edges. 
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Figure 6.3: Surfaces of groove 1 and cross-sectional profiles. 
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Figure 6.4: Surfaces of groove 4 and cross-sectional profiles. 
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A sample measurement of the groove width and groove depth is shown in Figure 

6.5. The groove width was measured along the top of the groove at 10 different cross-

sections per groove per test condition. The groove depth measurements reported here are 

the average of 500 depth measurements made along three different cross-sections per 

groove per test condition. 

 

Figure 6.5: Measured groove dimensions. 

Shown in Figure 6.6 are the average depths of groove 1 and groove 4 for each test 

condition. Due to tool wear, the groove depth decreased from groove 1 to groove 4 in all 

test cases. For tests without laser heating, i.e., dry, MQL I, MQL II, Vortex I, and Vortex 

II, the groove depths were under the programmed depth of cut by a few microns. This is 

attributed to the elastic deformation of the tool and workpiece due to the cutting forces. 

Interestingly, compared to the dry test, the depth of cut was smaller for Vortex I and Vortex 

II. The actual groove depths for the LAMM, LAMM + MQL I, and LAMM + MQL II tests 

were found to be greater than the programmed depth. As discussed in prior work [63, 64, 

78], this is due to the thermal expansion of the tool and workpiece, which causes an increase 

in the depth of cut. Surprisingly, the depths of cut in LAMM + MQL I and LAMM + MQL 

II are greater than in LAMM alone. It is hypothesized that with the addition of MQL oil to 

the workpiece surface, the workpiece was able to absorb more of the laser’s energy and 
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reach higher temperatures, thus undergoing greater thermal expansion. Compared to 

Vortex I and Vortex II, LAMM + Vortex I and LAMM + Vortex II were characterized by 

higher depths of cut. On the other hand, compared to LAMM, LAMM + Vortex I and 

LAMM + Vortex II were characterized by lower depths of cut. These results suggest that 

vortex cooling causes a systematic reduction in the depth of cut. This is attributed to the 

thermal contraction of the workpiece and tool caused by vortex cooling. Given the thermal 

expansion coefficient of A-286 and the temperature gradient in the workpiece caused by 

vortex, it can be shown that there is a measurable contraction of the workpiece in the height 

direction, which impacts the depth of cut. It should be noted that the vortex cooling spot 

was approximately 10 mm in diameter, and therefore it cooled the tool and a large volume 

of the workpiece as well. LAMM + Vortex II yielded a groove depth that was closest to 

the target depth. It should be noted that the under- or over-shoot in the depth of cut can be 

easily compensated for. 
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Figure 6.6: Groove depth measurements (error bars represent 95% confidence interval). 

Dashed line indicates the programmed (20 mm) axial depth of cut. 

Comparing the widths of groove 4 and groove 1, the change in groove widths for 

the different test cases is shown in Figure 6.7. Among the tests without laser heating, MQL 

II had the smallest change in groove width. Compared to the dry test, the change in groove 

width in the LAMM test was 64% less. Similar results were observed for LAMM + MQL 

I and LAMM + MQL II compared to MQL I and MQL II, respectively. Though MQL II 

did help, laser heating seems to be the dominant assist mechanism in the LAMM + MQL 

II test condition. Compared to the LAMM test, the LAMM + MQL II test yielded a 41% 

smaller change in groove width. This is due to the beneficial impact of MQL on tool wear 

and built-up edge, as will be shown later in this chapter. Interestingly, when compared to 

LAMM, LAMM + Vortex I and LAMM + Vortex II produced larger changes in groove 

width, but this is attributed to the reduced thermal expansion of the tool and workpiece due 

to vortex cooling. 
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Figure 6.7: Change in groove width (error bars represent 95% confidence interval).  

Burr size was measured using the Schäfer burr measurement method [79]. As 

shown in Figure 6.8, the burr height was measured from the top plane of the workpiece 

surface to the highest point of the burr. The burr root thickness was characterized by the 

burr width at the base of the burr. For each test condition, burr measurements were made 

at five different cross-sections on the left and right edges of the groove for a total of 10 

measurements per groove for grooves 1 and 4. The resulting average burr root thickness is 

shown in Figure 6.9, and the average burr height is shown in Figure 6.10. Burr formation 

is fairly stochastic, but some trends can be seen. Compared to the dry test condition, 

LAMM produced larger burrs in groove 1 but not in groove 4. The use of vortex cooling 

generally produced the smallest change in burr dimensions as a function of tool wear. In 

the presence of MQL, the burr dimensions in most cases increased with tool wear (groove 

1 to groove 4) with or without LAMM.  
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Figure 6.8: Sample groove burr root thickness and height measurements. 

 

Figure 6.9: Burr root thickness results (error bars represent 95% confidence interval). 

 

Figure 6.10: Burr height results (error bars represent 95% confidence interval). 
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The average areal surface roughness (Sa) of the groove floor for each test condition 

is shown in Figure 6.11. It can be seen that in most cases the surface roughness of groove 

1 was greater than groove 4. When the tool was new and sharp, it left distinct cutter marks 

on the surface. But as the tool corner radius and cutting edge wore, the burnishing action 

of the tool tended to reduce the roughness. This also can be seen from the optical images 

of the cut surfaces in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4. With laser assist, the surface roughness 

tended to increase in all cases. This is attributed to the ability of LAMM to reduce tool 

wear thereby maintaining the sharpness of the tool which causes less burnishing and hence 

a rougher surface. 

 

Figure 6.11: Areal surface roughness Sa (error bars represent range). 

6.3.2 Tool condition 

The tool condition was evaluated using optical, confocal, and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). Figure 6.12 shows an example of how the tool corner radius and tool 

diameter were measured. The average of the corner radii measurements on the two teeth of 
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the tool are reported for each test condition. The tool diameter was measured at the axial 

depth of cut i.e. 20 µm along the tool axis measured from the tool tip. 

 

Figure 6.12: Tool diameter and corner radius measurements. 

The tool corner radius and the tool diameter results are shown in Figure 6.13 and 

Figure 6.14, respectively. In the tests without laser assist, the corner radius was best 

preserved in the Vortex II test. Compared to the dry cutting test, MQL II and Vortex I were 

only marginally better. Vortex II yielded a sharper corner radius compared to the Vortex I 

and MQL II tests. This is attributed to the lower tool temperatures produced by the higher 

air flow rate used in Vortex II, which also helped to aggressively clear chips away from 

the cutting zone. MQL II did better than MQL I due to the higher air flow rate, which 

helped to create smaller oil droplets that tend to better penetrate the tool-workpiece 

interface and adhere to the tool surface. This is consistent with other MQL studies reported 

in the literature [44] [45]. Interestingly, the change in tool corner radius in the LAMM test 

was significantly less than in the tests without laser assist. Compared to the dry test, the 

tool corner radius in LAMM was 31% lower, indicating less tool wear. Among the tests 

with laser assist, LAMM + MQL II was best able to preserve the tool corner radius. 

Compared to LAMM, LAMM + MQL II had 27% smaller tool corner radius, indicating 
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less tool wear. The LAMM + Vortex II test also yielded tool corner radius results similar 

to LAMM + MQL II. It can be seen from Figure 18 that the changes in tool diameter follow 

trends similar to the tool corner radius trends. Overall, from a standpoint of tool geometry, 

the LAMM + MQL II test condition yielded the best results. 

 

Figure 6.13: Average tool corner radius (error bars represent range). 

 

Figure 6.14: Change in tool diameter. 

Confocal microscope images of the end view of the tool after each test are shown 

in Figure 6.15. An image of a new tool is also shown for comparison. SEM images of the 

peripheral edge of the tool after each test are shown in Figure 6.16.  
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As can be observed in Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16, built-up edge does not form on 

the tool in the tests without laser assist. Visible built-up edge formation is seen in the 

LAMM, LAMM + Vortex I, and LAMM + Vortex II tests. Built-up edge formation is more 

prominent in these tests (see Figure 6.16) because the workpiece is thermally softened and 

is therefore more likely to adhere to the tool. Built-up edge, once formed, will eventually 

break off and often remove some of the coating, increase wear, or even chip the tool. 

Interestingly, no built-up edge was evident in the LAMM + MQL I and LAMM + MQL II 

tests. This is attributed to the enhanced tool surface lubrication by the MQL fluid. This is 

also the reason that LAMM + MQL II yielded the smallest tool corner radius and the 

smallest change in tool diameter, as shown earlier in Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14. 
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Figure 6.15: End view of tool. 
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Figure 6.16: SEM images of the peripheral cutting edge of tool showing wear and built-

up edge. 
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As seen in Figure 6.16, a flank wear scar can be observed along the peripheral edge. 

The maximum flank wear was measured on both cutting edges of the tool in each test 

according to the ISO 8688-2 standard. 

In the tests without laser assist, MQL I and vortex I seemed to decrease flank wear 

marginally when compared to the dry test. It can be seen that LAMM significantly reduced 

the flank wear compared to the tests without laser assist. Of the tests with laser assist, 

LAMM + Vortex I did marginally better.  

 

Figure 6.17: Maximum tool flank wear (error bars represent range). 

Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis was conducted on the tool used in 

the LAMM and LAMM + MQL II tests to confirm that the material adhering to the tool 

surface was indeed built-up edge. Figure 6.18 shows the EDS maps of the tools; the 

corresponding legend for the observed elements is given in Table 6.3. Red dots on the maps 

represent iron (Fe) which is prevalent in A-286. Blue dots represent tungsten (W) which is 

the tool substrate material. Green dots represent titanium (Ti), which is prevalent in the 

tool coating. Dots are threshold based and show up only for a 1,000 count or stronger signal 

for the corresponding element. Note that, since the mapping is threshold based, it only 
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shows the locations of built-up edge formation but not how much build-up occurs. As seen 

in the figure, LAMM is characterized by a large clump of A-286 welded at the tip of the 

tool along with workpiece adhesion to the right of the cutting edge as well. In contrast, 

LAMM + MQL II exhibits no A-286 build-up. Yet, in both cases, some of the tool coating 

is worn exposing the base tungsten.  

 

Figure 6.18: EDS maps for LAMM (left) and LAMM + MQL II (right). 

Table 6.3: EDS map legend. 

Color Element Represents 

Red Iron A-286 

Blue Tungsten Tool base substrate 

Green Titanium Tool coating 

 

To determine the amount of built-up edge, EDS was performed on a 100µm X 

60µm area along the peripheral edge of only the five laser assisted tests. The weight 

percentages (wt. %) of the main elements of the tool and workpiece materials are shown in 

Figure 6.19. Minor elements (O, N, and C) were not included because of their prevalent 

nature in the atmosphere while Cu and Ca were neglected due to their very small weight 

percentages. In LAMM, almost 45 wt. % of the mapped area of the tool surface was made 
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of chemical elements from the workpiece material (A-286), indicating that there was 

significant workpiece adhesion. In comparison, the LAMM + MQL II test only had 23 wt. 

% of A-286 elements, implying considerably less workpiece material adhesion (built-up 

edge) on the tool surface. The LAMM + MQL II test also preserved more of the tool coating 

than any other test, as indicated by the presence of Al and Ti in the EDS spectrum. 

Compared to LAMM, the LAMM + Vortex I and the LAMM + Vortex II tests did 

marginally better in minimizing workpiece adhesion.  

 

Figure 6.19: Elemental composition of the mapped area of tool surface in the LAMM 

tests. 

6.3.3 Cutting forces 

The average resultant cutting forces were computed from the measured X, Y, Z 

forces.The average resultant force results for the ten test conditions are shown in Figure 

6.20. In all tests, the force was always lower for groove 1 than for groove 4, which is due 

to tool wear. Comparing the results for groove 1, as expected, the dry test yielded the 
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highest average resultant force while the LAMM + Vortex I test gave the lowest average 

resultant force. Groove 4 was a better indicator because it showed how each assist method 

affects the cutting forces after a prolonged period of cutting. Of the tests without laser 

assist, Vortex I was an anomaly with the lowest resultant force. Vortex I also has the lowest 

groove depth results as shown earlier in Figure 6.6, which explains the anomaly. As 

expected, the tests with laser assist yielded lower forces than their non-laser assisted 

counterparts. Compared to the dry test, the average resultant force in the LAMM test 

decreased by 39%. In comparison to LAMM, the LAMM + MQL II test reduced forces an 

additional 10%. This is likely due to reduced friction and built-up edge due to lubrication. 

Compared to LAMM, LAMM + Vortex I and LAMM + Vortex II showed ~15% reductions 

in the average resultant force. 

 

Figure 6.20: Average resultant force. 

Because the depth of cut was seen to vary in some of the experiments, the average 

resultant force was normalized by the measured depth of cut and is shown in Figure 6.21. 

In this case, it was seen that LAMM + MQL I yielded the lowest forces per unit depth, 
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while LAMM + MQL II was a close second. As a consequence of the shallow measured 

depth of cut, Vortex I yielded an unusually high average resultant force per unit depth. 

Otherwise, the overall trends are similar to those seen in Figure 6.20. 

 

Figure 6.21: Average resultant force per unit depth of cut. 
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6.4 Summary 

This chapter investigates the use of MQL and vortex cooling in the LAMM process 

to further enhance micromachinability of a high nickel content metal (A-286). The main 

conclusions of the study are: 

· Vortex cooling typically produces shallower and narrower grooves, which is 

attributed to thermal contraction of the workpiece. 

· Compared to dry cutting, LAMM yielded more accurate groove dimensions. It 

reduced the change groove width by 64%. The addition of MQL further enhanced 

the groove accuracy. In particular, compared to LAMM, LAMM + MQL II further 

lowered the change in groove width by 41%.  

· Compared to dry cutting, LAMM increased burr size. In addition to LAMM, 

vortex cooling typically decreased burr size, and MQL increased burr size.  

· Compared to tests without laser assist, the use of LAMM generally yielded higher 

surface roughness due to increased ductility of the work material and reduced 

burnishing effect because of the sharper tool cutting edges. LAMM + Vortex II 

resulted in the highest surface roughness.  

· When using MQL, higher air flows (as in MQL II) allowed for better lubrication 

of the tool surfaces and less adhesion of work material to the tool.  

· When using vortex cooling, higher air flows (as in Vortex II) allowed for better 

chip removal and cooling of the tool. 

· Laser assist was the dominant method to reduce tool wear. Compared to dry, 

LAMM reduced the change in tool corner radius by 31%. MQL further aided laser 
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assist. Compared to LAMM, LAMM + MQL II decreased the tool corner radius 

by an additional 27%.  

· Addition of MQL to LAMM prevents built-up edge formation.  

· Laser assist greatly reduced the resultant force. Compared to dry, LAMM reduced 

the average resultant force by 39%. Compared to LAMM, LAMM + MQL II and 

LAMM + Vortex II reduced the average resultant force by an additional 10% and 

15%, respectively. 

· Overall, LAMM + MQL II was found to be the best test condition with the least 

tool wear, least built-up edge, and the least change in groove width. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter summarizes the main conclusions of this thesis and suggests related 

areas for further investigation. The main conclusions of this thesis are as follows. 

7.1 Comparison of dry cutting, wet assist, and LAMM 

In Chapter 4, micro milling experiments were run with dry, wet, and laser assist 

methods under a wide range of cutting conditions. Compared to the dry cutting and wet 

assist methods, LAMM was found to yield the best results overall. The following specific 

conclusions related to LAMM can be drawn from the results presented in this chapter:  

· LAMM improved the groove condition and maintained a more precise depth of 

cut. 

· LAMM reduced tool diameter wear by 29% and 22% compared to dry cutting and 

use of wet assist, respectively. Overall, LAMM preserved the tool condition better 

than the wet assist case.  

· LAMM decreased the mean resultant force on average by 10% when compared to 

the dry case.  

· The 18 W LAMM process combined with machining condition 3 (cutting speed 

of 19 m/min, feed of 0.03 mm/tooth, axial depth of cut of 0.02 mm) was found to 

be the best combination of assist mechanism and machining conditions to micro 

mill A-286. 
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7.2 Tool life in LAMM 

Chapter 5 presented the results of an extended duration (25 minutes) LAMM tool 

life test carried out using the previously identified cutting conditions for micromachining 

of hardened A-286 (41.8 HRc). The groove condition, tool wear, and cutting forces were 

monitored during the test. The main conclusions of Chapter 5 are: 

· When the tool was new and sharp, the initial shallow groove had a square cross-

section and its bottom surface showed distinct cutter marks. As the tool wore, the 

shallow grooves developed a tapered and rounded cross section, and a burnishing 

effect could be seen on the bottom surface of the groove. Non-uniform burrs on 

the groove edges became more prevalent over the test duration.  

· Throughout the test, the shallow groove depth was quite consistent and overshot 

the programmed or target depth by an average of 6.3 µm. This is attributed to the 

thermal expansion of the workpiece due to laser heating. 

· As more material was removed, the tool wore, and the shallow groove width 

decreased rapidly in the first 50 mm3, but reached a steady state thereafter. 

· Similar to the shallow grooves, the initial deep groove had distinct cutter marks, 

but as time progressed, burnishing of the groove surface became more prevalent, 

and burrs were observed along the edges of the groove. As the tool wore, the deep 

grooves exhibited mild tapering and rounding of the cross-sectional profile, which 

was not as significant as seen in the shallow grooves. This was due to the groove 

being cut by multiple passes. 

· Built-up edge formation was prevalent and tended to increase over the test 

duration.  
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· The tool corner radius and tool diameter exhibited rapid changes in the first 20 

mm3 of material removal, after which they changed gradually. 

· The average and peak resultant forces increased linearly due to tool wear over the 

test duration. 

7.3 Effect of MQL and vortex cooling on micromachinability in LAMM 

Chapter 6 investigated the use of MQL and vortex cooling in the LAMM process 

to further enhance micromachinability. The main conclusions of this work are: 

· Vortex cooling typically produces shallower and narrower grooves, which is 

attributed to thermal contraction of the workpiece. 

· Compared to dry cutting, LAMM yielded more accurate groove dimensions. It 

reduced the change in groove width by 64%. The addition of MQL further 

enhanced the groove accuracy. In particular, compared to LAMM, LAMM + MQL 

II further lowered the change in groove width by 41%.  

· Compared to dry cutting, LAMM increased burr size. In addition to LAMM, 

vortex cooling typically decreased burr size, and MQL increased burr size.  

· Compared to tests without laser assist, the use of LAMM generally yielded higher 

surface roughness due to increased ductility of the work material and reduced 

burnishing effect because of the sharper tool cutting edges. LAMM + Vortex II 

resulted in the highest surface roughness.  

· When using MQL, higher air flows (as in MQL II) allowed for better lubrication 

of the tool surfaces and less adhesion of work material to the tool.  
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· When using vortex cooling, higher air flows (as in Vortex II) allowed for better 

chip removal and cooling of the tool. 

· Laser assist was the dominant method to reduce tool wear. Compared to dry, 

LAMM reduced the change in tool corner radius by 31%. MQL further aided laser 

assist. Compared to LAMM, LAMM + MQL II decreased the tool corner radius 

by an additional 27%.  

· The addition of MQL to LAMM prevents built-up edge formation.  

· Laser assist greatly reduced the resultant force. Compared to dry, LAMM reduced 

the average resultant force by 39%. Compared to LAMM, LAMM + MQL II and 

LAMM + Vortex II reduced the average resultant force by an additional 10% and 

15%, respectively. 

· Overall, LAMM + MQL II was found to be the best test condition with the least 

tool wear, least built-up edge, and the least change in groove width. 

7.4 Overall remarks and recommendations for future work 

The results presented in Chapters 4-6 show that hybrid processes, like LAMM, have 

the potential to significantly enhance micromachinability of difficult-to-cut metals 

compared to dry cutting, cutting using wet assist, MQL, and vortex cooling alone. With the 

addition of MQL, the micromachinability of LAMM improved and built-up edge formation 

was greatly reduced. Future work should further investigate the effects of MQL. A heat 

affected zone was observed in the LAMM + MQL cases, but not when using LAMM alone. 

A better understanding of how the oil in MQL alters the absorption of laser irradiation is 
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needed to optimize the laser parameters to prevent the formation of a heat affected zone in 

the workpiece.  

Studies have been done in macroscale turning using a hybrid process consisting of 

LAM combined with cryogenic cooling [54]. Cryogenic cooling of the tool could be 

implemented in LAMM. Cryogenic cooling would have to be properly focused on the tool 

to prevent excessive thermal contraction of the workpiece as was shown in Chapter 6 when 

using vortex cooling. Further investigations are needed to understand the benefits and 

limitations of cryogenic cooling in LAMM. 

AlCrN coated tools have recently proven to be highly effective for nickel based 

alloys [28] [29]. Although LAMM studies have used various tool coatings [63], work to 

examine the viability of AlCrN coated tools in LAMM is lacking.  
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APPENDIX 

 

 

Figure A.1: A-286 tensile yield, Fty, and ultimate tensile strength, Ftu, as a function of 

temperature. At room temperature Fty = 85 ksi and Ftu = 130 ksi [67]. 
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Table A.1: Tool wear measurement frequency. 

Groove Type of 

groove 

Machining 

time (mins) 

Tool diameter Tool corner 

radius 

Tool bottom 

edge  

Flank wear 

1 Shallow 0.05 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

2 Medium 0.28     

3 Shallow 0.33 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

4 Deep 1.17     

5 Deep 2.02     

6 Deep 2.86     

7 Shallow 2.91 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

8 Deep 3.76     

9 Deep 4.60     

10 Deep 5.45     

11 Shallow 5.49 Yes Yes Yes  

12 Deep 6.34     

13 Deep 7.18     

14 Deep 8.03     

New Workpiece      

15 Shallow 8.07 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

16 Deep 8.92     

17 Deep 9.76     

18 Shallow 9.81 Yes Yes Yes  

19 Deep 10.66     

20 Deep 11.50     

21 Deep 12.35     

22 Shallow 12.39 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

23 Deep 13.24     

24 Deep 14.08     

25 Deep 14.93     

26 Shallow 14.97 Yes Yes Yes  

27 Deep 15.82     

28 Deep 16.66     

New Workpiece      

29 Shallow 16.71 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

30 Deep 17.56     

31 Deep 18.40     

32 Shallow 18.45 Yes Yes Yes  

33 Deep 19.29     

34 Deep 20.14     

35 Deep 20.98     

36 Shallow 21.03 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

37 Deep 21.88     

38 Deep 22.72     

39 Deep 23.56     
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40 Shallow 23.61 Yes Yes Yes  

41 Deep 24.46     

42 Deep 25.30     

Post Analysis  Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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